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ABSTRACT

The early performance evaluation of complex platforms and software stacks requires fast and sufficiently accurate workload representations. In the literature, two different approaches have been proposed: Host-based simulation with abstract performance annotations, enabling fast and functional simulations with limited architectural accuracy, and abstract workload models (or traffic generators) with more detailed platform resource usage patterns.

In this work, we present an approach for automatic workload extraction from functional application code, combining the benefits of both approaches. First, the algorithmic behaviour of the embedded software is characterised statically both in terms of target processor usage and target memory access patterns, resulting in an abstracted, control flow-aware workload model. Secondly, this model can be used on the target architecture itself as well as within a host-based simulation environment. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by running our performance model on a virtual platform with and without a target Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) and comparing the simulation traces with the unaltered target processor binary execution.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s Multiprocessor System-on-a-Chip (MPSoC) designs, a key concept for obtaining a high feature density is the utilization of shared resources. Different actors of a system often share a single interconnect and peripherals due to cost, power or space constraints.

However, the estimation of the application’s performance behaviour on an MPSoC becomes increasingly difficult due to this interfering usage of shared resources. Therefore, the designer needs to be able to evaluate an application in terms of its observable shared resource usage, i.e. activities generated from actors in the system which are visible to other actors and might influence their temporal behaviour. Analytical as well as state-based formal approaches, trying to derive resource usage patterns of shared peripherals (e.g. Fig. 1) are practically of limited use, either due to their over-abstraction or the lack of scalability, leading to a state-explosion. Targeting state-of-the-art MPSoCs, considering data-dependent application scenarios, we have chosen a simulation-based approach for estimating the application’s observable shared resources usage instead.

To evaluate the chosen platform components, the software stack and its configurations, accurate characteristic workloads of the applications to be deployed on the platform have to be available. A possible view on the resource usage patterns of the application is enabled by cross-compiling and simulating the application binary on a virtual platform containing an Instruction-Set Simulator (ISS) of the target processor. This simulation approach precisely represents the functional behavior, is capable of providing a high temporal accuracy and even represents implicit shared resource usage, such as access to a shared memory controller. But at the same time, it requires a complex simulation environment containing many of the target platform properties and has a moderate simulation performance.

In many cases, the precise functional behaviour of the application code is of limited interest when exploring the impact of mapping and platform configurations on shared resource contention influencing throughput, utilization and quality of service. In early stages of the design flow, it is sufficient to use a workload model to perform shared resource usage estimation and analysis. Such a model can be constructed by statically analysing the application’s behaviour and replacing parts of the application’s functionality with a representation, while still preserving the data-dependent control flow of the application. Furthermore, host-based simulation techniques enabling fast and sufficiently accurate es-
timations are often used to gain initial resource usage traces from a functional application model running on abstracted resources of the target platform. For this purpose, the application is instrumented with estimated execution times and shared resource access behaviour, natively executed on the designer’s host machine. The annotated time is consumed in a simulation model of the platform.

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, a method for statically characterizing and extracting target-specific basic block properties is described. These are derived from the properties of the resulting target code and include local CPU usage as well as memory access patterns. Secondly, the extracted characterization properties are then processed by a back-end, applying the corresponding substitution and instrumentation rules in the final code generation process.

Our analysis and simulation framework enables the analysis of interfering shared resource usage patterns along with local delays using host-based simulation or target binary ISS virtual platforms. We show that it is possible to generate a binary, suitable for a host-based simulation by adding timing and shared resource access instrumentation points to the code, as well as generating a target-binary workload representation by substituting certain parts of the characterized target code with their workload representations regarding its observable shared resource access behaviour on the platform. Our evaluation (Sec. 4) shows, that our generated workload models are very close (< 6% deviation) to the observed behaviour of the original application code on the target platform, while enabling a significant speedup in the host-based simulation.

2. RELATED WORK

Several approaches for measuring the performance of architectural and platform-related properties have been proposed throughout the literature. The underlying characterization to gather appropriate runtime characteristics is obtained either from a dynamic profiling phase [1, 2, 6, 7, 14, 15, 17, 22], or based on a static code analysis [3, 4, 12, 13, 21] (as done in our work), to extract the required dynamic behaviour of the application.

In the next step, an abstracted performance model is created. The main differences between the resulting models manifest in the abstracted details of the target (micro) architecture and the resulting granularity. For the following performance estimation itself, either target workload clones are generated [1, 2, 7, 14, 22], statistical [6, 12, 17] or trace-based [1, 6, 18] models are simulated, or an enriched functional model is run in a host-based, native simulation. Some approaches support multiple estimation methods.

We propose a hybrid approach, supporting both the generation of abstracted control-flow aware workload models, based on the substitution of replaceable basic blocks as well as functional representations, enriched with workload estimates for the target. The presented framework supports the creation of target binary clones as well as natively executed models, integrated into a SystemC/TLM virtual prototype.

In contrast to the purely non-functional workload simulations, several automatic annotation techniques for timed performance models based on native execution of the functional input model have been proposed [3–5, 8, 13, 15, 19, 21]. Most of these approaches do not include (implicit) memory access pattern and focus on a pure, local delay annotation, without generating observable traffic on the SoC’s interconnect model. The resulting simulation performance and the timing accuracy of these approaches is comparable to our model, especially when using the host-based model without explicit memory transactions (Sec. 4).

The approach in [5], which is based on a pure source-level estimation, has been extended in [9] with a cache model based on the resulting host address distribution during native simulation, to obtain memory accesses on the platform. The cache model used in [13] is not utilized for traffic generation and only adjusts the annotated delays based on miss rates. The characterization of the target binary code proposed by Stattelmann et al. [21] especially supports optimized code through a path simulation of the delay model in parallel to the native simulation of the functional code. Externally memory accesses however are not directly supported.

The underlying annotation technology has been realized based on the LLVM infrastructure [16] in [3, 4, 13]. Similar to our approach, all of these works start on the IR basic block level and provide an integrated characterization step followed by native compilation with back-annotation support. In [4], the focus is on energy characterization at the LLVM IR level and external memory is not explicitly considered.

The approach presented in [3] also focuses on local delay annotations, but has been extended in [8] to include more detailed memory models and in [20] to support additional target memory maps by using virtualization techniques on the simulation host. These approaches are closest to the work presented in this paper. Still, the memory characterization in [8] is performed heuristically at the IR-level, while we analyse the final target assembly.

An early work proposing a similar hybrid approach for instrumenting a native simulation with profiling information from the target architecture (including memory accesses) has been proposed in [15]. Compared to our approach, which is based on a characterization of the final target assembly, the analysis in [15] is performed on a three-address-IR and annotations are added to each step in this representation. This imposes an additional simulation cost and cannot represent implicit operations like function call preambles.

3. WORKLOAD EXTRACTION

An overview of the proposed workload extraction approach is presented in Fig. 2. It consists of two cycles through which the input application will be passed.

We have utilized the LLVM compiler infrastructure [16] to implement the different steps of the proposed approach. A frontend will compile the input high-level code down to the strongly typed, target-independent LLVM intermediate representation (IR) language, which serves as the input format for the LLVM compiler and its backend. LLVM allows for a high-level view of the code, including function calls and static type information, while at the same time providing a relatively simple three-address code, closely related to a target implementation. A popular frontend to LLVM targeting C-based languages is Clang. The proposed approach however solely operates on the IR, such that other compiler frontends and input languages are supported as well.

Within LLVM, the code generation step, ranging from IR basic blocks containing the application’s behaviour down to target-specific machine code, can be easily observed and extended using the concept of compilation passes. The IR basic block analysis and the IR basic block instrumentation
pass both operate on this level of the LLVM compile flow and are able to iterate and modify the IR of the input application. The LLVM backend then controls the code generation, a process of mapping the IR to valid target-specific instructions. In the proposed approach, the target basic block characterization pass iterates over the resulting target-specific basic blocks and performs the characterization. In this stage of the compile flow, it is also possible to define new rules for the code generation process.

In the first cycle, the application is analysed on the IR basic block level and a library of the basic block’s platform behaviour in terms of resource usage is created. We introduce the notion of a characterization vector, which describes the local CPU usage as well as memory access patterns of a target basic block. Characterization vectors are used either in combination with a look-up table in a host-based simulation or to create an abstracted workload model, that is, a target binary where control flow irrelevant parts of the application are replaced by abstracted workload representations generated from their corresponding characterization vectors.

3.1 IR Basic Block Analysis & Target BB Characterization

In the first step, the input program is statically analysed in order to identify basic blocks which do not change the control flow of the program. In LLVM, a basic block contains a continuous instruction sequence and control flow branches are modelled as edges between these blocks. The analysis is performed during the compilation step on the LLVM IR. Moreover, in this step, the IR code has been transformed to static single assignment (SSA) form which allows for an in-depth analysis of the inter-dependencies between the IR basic blocks.

A basic block is considered replaceable, iff it does not have any side effects on the control flow of the application. This means that a replaceable basic block does not modify any variables which are later used (directly or indirectly) outside of the block itself in conditional instructions. Another requirement for considering a basic block replaceable is that it does not contain more than one successor. This is required to preserve the control flow logic of the input program. By only marking basic blocks as replaceable which meet the aforementioned requirements, any statements influencing the control-flow of the program, such as loop variables and conditions are preserved.

In the next step, the corresponding target code for all IR basic blocks is characterized. During the compilation step in the LLVM backend, an IR basic block is refined to target-specific basic blocks containing the target instructions. These machine basic blocks (MBB) are now analysed and a characterization vector for each of these MBBs along with a reference to the originating IR basic block is written to a characterization vector library.

Since we focus on memory access patterns and local CPU usage behaviour, we abstract the behaviour of an MBB to a characterization vector consisting of CPU and memory usage nodes. Each instruction of the MBB is analysed according to its induced local delay and any possibility of emitting a memory transaction from the processor. To capture the local delay, the instruction’s cost factor is obtained, e.g. using a static weight for each instruction type. Also, the memory access type of the instruction (none, read, write) is stored in the characterization vector. Thus, an MBB’s behaviour is represented by its characterization vector, defined as follows:

**Definition 1.** A characterization vector \( V = (v_1, \ldots, v_n) \) is a finite sequence of resource usage nodes \( v_i = (\Delta_i, m_i) \) consisting of a target-specific instruction cost \( \Delta_i \in \mathbb{N} \) and a memory access attribute \( m_i \in \{ N, R, W \} \) modelling the local delay and the memory access(es) for each instruction (none, read, write).

To construct a characterization vector from an MBB, the target basic block characterization step (see Fig. 2) iterates over all instructions of an MBB and adds an element to the characterization vector according to the current instruction’s cost, derived from a target-specific cost function, and its memory access attributes, which can be derived from the instruction type.

3.2 IR Basic Block Instrumentation & Code Generation

After all IR basic blocks are marked and the characterization vectors of their resulting MBBs have been generated, the compilation process is restarted for the next cycle (cycle 2 in Fig. 2). Now, all IR basic blocks are instrumented by the IR instrumentation pass with an additional function call. This call serves as marker for the host/target code generation step. Due to the separation of the characterization process and the creation of the instrumentation points in the application, generating different workload models originating from the same application code is now possible. For example, ignoring the inserted function calls in the target
code generation pass leads to the output of a (target) binary which can be executed on an ISS-based virtual platform.

The code generation step is also able to emit an annotated binary suitable for a host-based simulation by using the native code generator and leaving the function calls to the annotation backend. As can be seen in Fig. 2, such an annotated binary along with the database containing the characterization vectors can be used in a host-based simulation. An example of a simple application code and the instrumented LLVM IR, along with the resulting target and annotated host binaries is given in Fig. 3. The picture shows the application code in each step of the proposed approach. First, the input source code is compiled down to target instructions (Fig. 3d). The characterization process now iterates over the generated target code and creates a characterization vector (Fig. 3c) reflecting the temporal behaviour as well as the memory access patterns in the target MPSoC address space. As can be seen in the figure, a simple mapping which characterizes each instruction cost factor equally by the value 1 was used, along with the instruction’s memory access properties. The vector is then annotated at the IRBB in Fig. 3b using the call to __bb_mark at the end of the block. This IR can be compiled to a host binary, as depicted in Fig. 3e, therefore enabling the simulation of the captured target behaviour in a host-based simulation.

Moreover, replaceable basic blocks can be omitted in the code emission step, which, depending on the size of the removed basic blocks, may speed up the simulation. In the example shown in Fig. 3, the host binary does not have to execute the contents of the replaceable basic block content to correctly model the platform workload of the target binary.

3.3 Testing the Characterization Vector

The generated characterization vectors are an abstract view on the platform-observable behaviour of the application. To test whether this reflects its behaviour sufficiently, it is possible to emit MBBs during the target code generation step according to the information given in the corresponding characterization vector. However, only replaceable basic blocks can be substituted, since we can assume that they don’t influence the original application’s control flow. This way, a modified target binary is constructed and its behaviour regarding memory and local CPU usage can be compared against the unmodified target binary. A closely related behaviour of both simulation runs in terms of simulated time and generated transactions is an indicator of an accurate characterization process. We use this technique to validate our characterization vector generation step.

4. EVALUATION

To evaluate the approach, we have created a simple virtual platform consisting of an ARM926EJ-S instruction-set simulator (ISS) without a cache model and a SystemC/TLM 2.0 target memory connected to a simple untimed TLM 2.0 bus. The ISS can be replaced by a wrapper for the host-based, annotated binary, as depicted in Fig. 4. This way, it is possible to test both the target and the host-based binary versions within the same virtual platform. The results of a simulation run contain the total execution time for the model, the simulated time and the memory transaction count that occurred on the processor’s data port or were generated by the host-based binary, respectively. Since we are only interested in the resource usage patterns of the original application code, we are not tracing the instruction port of the ISS.

The workload extraction framework was used to generate two output versions from the same application. The first version contained the original application code and can be run on an ISS, if cross-compiled to a target binary, or as an annotated binary in a host-based simulation. The resulting binaries are called ISS and host-based, respectively. For the second version, we have generated an abstracted workload.
model of the input application for the ISS-based simulation by substituting all replaceable basic blocks with corresponding abstracted workload representations, as described in Sec. 3.3. These results are named ISS (abstracted). In case of a host-based simulation approach, we keep the replaceable block’s annotations but remove their generated host code, resulting in a control flow-aware, host-based simulation as illustrated in Fig. 3e, denoted as host-based (bare).

In order to test and calibrate the consumption of the annotated instruction cost factor given in the characterization vectors, we have compared the platform-observable behaviour of an abstracted workload model generated from a discrete cosine transformation (DCT) binary to the original one running on the ISS. We have chosen the dct example due to the algorithm’s small amount of control flow dependencies, allowing us to replace more than 90% of the target binary instructions.

Furthermore, we have tested the approach on examples of a WCET benchmark suite [11] using the edn example consisting of vector multiplications, the ndes benchmark executing a DES encryption, and the cover example containing jump tables. Additionally, a dct as well as an aes256 implementation were used to test the approach.

A comparison of the simulation runtime is given in Fig. 5. With the host-based approach, a speedup of 12x can be achieved compared to the ISS simulation, which includes the bus model simulation using the annotated memory transactions, including a full transaction trace. When omitting the bus model in the virtual platform, e.g. in scenarios where the interference of multiple initiators is of interest, it is possible to achieve a speedup of 30x. By exploiting the knowledge of the system’s memory map, a combined model can improve the simulation speed by only emitting transactions that are routed through shared resources, while replacing local memory transactions by a pure delay annotation.

The simulation runtime for bare host-based workload models (replaceable basic blocks removed) as well as for abstracted workload models (replaceable basic blocks substituted) were similar to the corresponding versions containing the full functional behaviour. This shows that the ISS was not able to gain a simulation speedup when executing the abstracted workload representation basic blocks inserted in the target binary. In case of a host-based simulation, only a limited speedup of 3% was observable, likely due to the small size of the examples and the instruction cache behaviour of the simulation host, which mitigated the effect of a reduced instruction execution count.

The generated memory transactions of the host-based approach compared to the original binary running on an ISS is depicted in Tab. 1. Except for the edn example, whose simulated time is 3.21% shorter than the original binary, the difference is negligible. Regarding the generated transactions, we can see that the ndes example has the highest deviation, generating 5.76% fewer transactions than the original binary. The second-highest deviation of −2.74% was generated by the dct example. The other examples were able to produce a very similar transaction count with a deviation of less than 2%. The similarity between the original and the generated memory traces for read and write operations can be seen in the excerpt of the recorded memory transactions of the dct example in Fig. 6. The bare host-based model was omitted in the graph, since it contains the same annotations as its unmodified counterpart and therefore produces identical transaction traces.

Fig. 6 also contains a trace of the abstracted binary running on the ISS. As can be seen in the excerpt, by substituting replaceable basic blocks from the binary with their workload representations as explained in Sec. 3.3, it is possible to generate a trace similar to the original binary.

5. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

In this work, we have presented our approach towards an automatic workload extraction framework for embedded software performance estimation. By using an LLVM-based characterisation and compilation toolchain, the source code is characterized according to its target performance characteristics at basic block level, both in terms of local
execution time and shared resource access patterns. The workload model is calibrated by using a control-flow analysis and incremental substitution of replaceable basic blocks with abstracted workload representations, both running on an instruction-accurate ISS as reference model.

As a result, a control-flow aware workload model is obtained, which can be compiled as a final target binary, as well as a natively execution simulation model for fast simulation. In the evaluation, we have demonstrated the feasibility of our approach based on common WCET benchmarks, both in terms of accuracy (in terms of execution time and memory accesses) and simulation speed, especially for the host-based execution.

In the future, we intend to refine our control flow analysis to enable further omission of functional code without losing timing/memory accuracy, as well as the introduction of an inter-basic block cost, to model pipeline stalls, etc. Another important improvement plan is to address compiler optimizations, based on a similar approach as presented in [21].

Last, but not least, we intend to integrate energy cost to the characterization vector, to enable the integration into our ESL simulation framework for heterogeneous MPSoCs [10].
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